SoS Advisor
Plug & Play Security Center

Cybercrime Prevention Begins With Awareness
Company employees are continually targeted by cybercriminals with an onslaught of phishing emails and online
scams with the goal of installing malware on your company’s network. Malware continually evolves to maximize its
effectiveness and profitability so depending on the what data is found on your network, the malware my steal the
data for sale on the dark web, lockup each PC with ransomware, use each server and PC to mine cryptocurrency or all
of the above.
Advisor is deployed on your website in minutes with a single line of code. It breaks down phishing scams as well as
the many different scams found online to help users recognize the dangers and raise their overall security IQ. Users
are a company’s last line of defense; they need to be equipped to be effective.

Placed on your website in minutes with a
single line of code
All content feeds directly to your site; no
intervention required
Branded Cybersecurity Newsletter sign-up link
Search 1,000’s of articles and videos
List of top news stories
New content added daily to ensure readers
keep up with the current scams
Rotating credit union advertising space
All four article spots can be locked to feature
an article, education or internal service
Content is editable
Social media hooks in each article and video
allow readers to promote your credit union
Customizable news feeds can be placed
wherever desired to help drive readers to the
security center
Includes multiple categories that can be
customized or hidden to fit your need

Branded Cybersecurity Newsletter
YOUR LOGO HERE
Newsletter is an automate service that goes
out every Tuesday containing the top security
articles of the week

All social media shares and click traffic is
directed back to your website

Provides a more proactive approach in
offering fraud education and awareness
Branded with your company logo

Readers create a unique passphrase when
signing up for the newsletter that appears
each week to authenticate the email

Each article contains current and relevant
information to help customers and staff avoid
being victims of fraud and identity theft

Unsubscribe feature

Additional Products and Services
Employee EDU delivers a new security training course every quarter taught directly by Jim
Stickley. He creates the courses with the current security risks, cyber threats, and social engineering
tactics to ensure your staff is getting the most relevant and meaningful education possible. The security
landscape is constantly changing; some of the threats we are facing today were not even thought of a
year ago. Because of this, it is vital your employees are kept current with the security landscape no
matter what criminals are dreaming up.

BadPhish is a comprehensive and flexible phishing engine that allows you to create whatever kind of
campaign you have in mind. If any user does fall for a scam, you can have a phishing class automatically
assigned. It has a great reporting engine to provide a wealth of information
EDU and BadPhish require minimal if any resources to manage. We automate just about everything,
while still giving you the ability to modify and/or tailor BadPhish to your needs.

Executive is a service designed to work directly with IT to ensure policies and procedures line up
with capabilities and enforcement. We review and evaluate all current IT and security related policies,
audits, assessments, contracts, capabilities and enforcement tools. The goal is to build a complete
picture of the environment to provide future direction, needs and implementation strategies as well as
identify any weakness to ensure your current environment is secure. Making sure you are getting the
right services at the best price is critical to maximize budgets that have to battle against unlimited
criminal resources. A final report is produced with findings and recommendations and then remain a
resource for a full year to aid in key objectives.

www.StickleyOnSecurity.com
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